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VACATION LIVING
AT GREEN PEARLS 

Darmstadt, 16 September 2015. Travelers, who like to take care of themselves
on vacation, will now also make a find at Green Pearls®! Four very individual and
amazing accommodations for vacation living are now available at Green Pearls®.

With vacation rentals, the Green Pearls® portfolio is extended with more unique and
sustainable options that make time-off greener, each in their own way.

Germany

Architecture lovers and travelers looking for a
peaceful and unique place just right for their needs
will find it at Hofgut Hafnerleiten. 11 individual and
completely different designed and styled vacation
houses, 3 with own kitchen, offer something for
everyone’s taste and wishes. Guests can indulge in
the wonderful restaurant that is filled with
ingredients from the own garden and the region. 

Bit by bit, Ingrid Haidl-Madl modernized a 300 year
old farmhouse to three lovely and stylish furnished
vacation apartments. With the preservation of old
elements and the addition of modern, ecological
criteria and design, the vacation rental in the
Bavarian Forest is a calming combination of
tradition and modernity. 

http://www.greenpearls.com/vacation-rentals/europe/germany/hofgut-hafnerleiten
http://www.greenpearls.com/vacation-rentals/europe/germany/haidl-madl


Austria

Far away from daily stress in the Austrian region of
Saalbach Hinterglemm lays the green Bachgut das
Resort am Berg. At 1550m height, guests can enjoy
the fresh mountain air and relax in private wood
saunas or hot pots in the individual cottages. The
main house offers additional modern vacation
apartments and with their own solar power system
and drinking water power plant, the resort is
provided with energy and water. 

Spain

With Utopian Retreats, a Moroccan styled finca in
Southern Spain with 15 bedrooms is in the Green
Pearls® portfolio. The accommodation that can be
rented exclusively has a wide range of yoga and
meditation offers and is carbon-neutral. With 33
acres of Spanish gardens, the resort in Andalusia is
the perfect place for relaxation.

The German Green Pearls GmbH with place of business in Darmstadt, Germany unifies

international tourism companies that support environmental protection and demonstrate social

commitment. Thereby, Green Pearls is the first holding company worldwide that consolidates

sustainable hotels, a destination and restaurants in a global data source.  
 

Among the criteria of admission to Green Pearls, are a sustainability plan on management level,

sustainable architecture, comprehensive water, energy saving and waste recovery measures, the

use of seasonal and regional ingredients in the kitchen, as well as a large commitment for the

social balance in each of the vacation regions.

Further information on Green Pearls can be found at www.greenpearls.com, on
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest, as well as on the Green Pearls Blog.

http://www.greenpearls.com/vacation-rentals/europe/austria/bachgut--das-resort-am-berg
http://www.greenpearls.com/vacation-rentals/europe/spain/utopian-retreats
http://%20www.greenpearls.com
http://blog.greenpearls.com/en/


Contact

Green Pearls GmbH

Richard-Wagner-Weg 40

64287 Darmstadt

T: +49 (0) 6151-273 669 11

F: +49 (0) 6151- 273 669 19

E: stefany.seipp@greenpearls.com

W: www.greenpearls.com
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